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Introduction
Display integration continues to gain momentum in environments where variable light
conditions are common, or where the relative position from display to human observer
is fixed (such as displays integrated into vehicle center stacks or aircraft consoles).
Anti-glare (AG) films and coatings are applied to display screens to reduce specular
(mirror-like) reflections that impede the visualization of display images under bright
ambient light. The variable surface structure of the AG film causes ambient light to
be diffused evenly, improving display visibility. However, the structure of the AG layer
also affects the perceived quality of the display due to sparkle, haze, and diffusion (or
glare)—the most common visual effects of the AG layer. Sparkle occurs when the AG
surface structure competes with the pixel geometry of the display. As display pixels
near the size of the facets in the AG film structure, light emitted from each display pixel
is refracted by AG surface variations that cross the pixel area, causing interference
and scatter. This visual effect manifests as low display clarity that can appear grainy or
“sparkly” as perceived by a human observer.

Figure 1 - Illustration of the effect of external sunlight reflecting from the AG display
surface in a diffused pattern (reducing specular reflection), and light emitted at refracted
angles from the display through the AG film due to interference with the film structure.

Figure 2 - Display pixels as seen without the AG layer (left), and with the AG layer (right).
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Anti-glare films and coatings are applied
to display screens to reduce mirror-like
reflections that impede the visualization of
display images under bright ambient light.
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With the goal of reducing the perception of sparkle while preserving the intended
benefits of the AG film, manufacturers are challenged to ensure accurate pairing of
AG film composition and display resolution. This requires a measurement of perceived
sparkle, for three important purposes. First, sparkle must be quantified to enable
communication about the desired AG film application at the component level. Second,
sparkle must be quantified to define a standard tolerance for the effect of sparkle in
each display supplied to the OEM. Lastly, this value must be correlated to the human
visual perception and tolerance of sparkle to set acceptable limits, ensuring that human
perception of display quality drives the manufacture of AG displays. Such a value is
useful not only in quality control applications in the production of displays, but also in
supplier qualification by the OEMs who source third-party displays for integration.
Beyond matching measurement data to human perception of display quality, a standard
measurement method for AG displays ensures the repeatability of sparkle data for
quality evaluation from device to device, regardless of time and location of testing. The
sparkle measurement method proposed in this paper enables sparkle level tolerances
to be carried from design to production, and from supplier to OEM, to guarantee the
consistent quality of displays throughout manufacturing. This paper defines a standard
method for sparkle measurement that ensures the repeatability of measurements
across users, devices, and systems. Based on extensive lab testing, this method sets
tolerances for a universal sparkle measurement system that produces quantifiable
results that consistently correlate to human visual perception of quality in displays.

Measurement Methods
Methods for evaluating the effects of AG layers on display quality have had two primary
objectives.

1. Effective Display Characterization
The first objective is to characterize the properties of the AG layer based on their
effects. These effects include:

•

Sparkle; perceived as a scattering of light emitted by the display through the
AG layer. This effect is measured using pixel-level luminance variation (of the
measurement system’s sensor pixels). Measuring this effect is the focus of the
method outlined in this paper.

•

Haze; perceived as blurriness or low image clarity/distinctness as viewed through
the AG layer. This effect is measured using Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) or
Spatial Frequency Response (SFR).

•

Diffusion or glare; perceived as the amount of ambient light that is reflected off
the surface of the AG display. This effect is measured using external light sources
to capture reflectance at various angles, commonly using a reflectance distribution
function.

Color variation is an intrinsic characteristic of sparkle, which may be considered a
unique effect of the properties of AG surface structure requiring its own measurement
method. Luminance and chromaticity values are equally affected when light from the
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Methods for evaluating the effects of AG
layers on display quality have had two
primary objectives: 1) characterization
of the properties of the AG layer; and 2)
evaluation of display quality based on
human perception.
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display is diffracted through the AG layer. While sparkle has been traditionally measured
using monochromatic luminance meters for pixel-level luminance variation, colorimetric
systems are necessary for measuring pixel-level chromaticity variation as compared
to the average color of the display. Without a colorimetric system capable of absolute
measurements (with color filters matched to CIE tristimulus values, as well as color
calibrations), the effects of AG layers on color cannot be accurately and repeatably
measured.
Image-based measurement systems have been used to evaluate the above effects of
AG displays with and without the AG layer. With respect to sparkle, the testing method
measures the standard deviation (σ) of peak pixel luminance across a display with the
AG layer applied. The method for sparkle measurement outlined in this paper uses
these system parameters as a basis, similar to other methods. However, alternative
measurement methods have not demonstrated sufficient repeatability in sparkle
measurement data (including replicating errors and successes) to be applied in realworld display testing scenarios at the OEM, where cross-facility standardization is

Colorimetric systems are necessary

desired. For improved repeatability, the proposed method specifies imaging systems

for measuring pixel-level chromaticity

capable of absolute measurements, combining high-resolution sensors with dynamic

variation as compared to the average

range to 61.4 dB per pixel, 1x1 binning, to optimize signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). These

color of the display.

high-performance systems are calibrated to exact luminance and color environments
(color shift, luminance flat field, and 4-color calibration applied), providing the
repeatability required by OEMs for broad (multi-facility) implementation of a sparkle
measurement standard.
In addition to specifying standard measurement equipment, the sparkle measurement
method proposed in this paper refines the software testing process used to calculate
the luminance variation in the AG display. In some alternative methods, displays are
tested using a random spot to acquire a single luminance variation value to determine
the level of sparkle within the imaged area. This process lacks reliability both because
of the limited scope of the measurement area, and the limited complexity of the
measurement process. As opposed to calculating a single value for a subframe on
the display, the proposed method is capable of imaging the entire display to calculate
all possible luminance variations across the display (in case of anomalous regions
where more or less effect of sparkle is present, which may be outside of the scope of a
subframe). The proposed method also defines a process of measuring multiple regions
of the imaged area, and then averages these values to an overall luminance variation
percentage. Leveraging multiple values achieves more complete results than singlevalue measurements because variability in multiple regions of the display is weighted
independently and averaged, rather than aggregated. This method more precisely
quantifies the effect of sparkle on a scale that replicates how the display is visualized—
that is, how the human visual system averages out the effect of several visual data
points to determine a single overall quality value.
To improve measurement accuracy, the measurement system proposed in this paper
is capable of accounting for display gradient; a common issue in displays, which can
impede reliability of sparkle measurement data. Because standard deviation (σ) is used
to calculate pixel-level luminance variation in AG displays, broad gradient changes
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across the display must be normalized to achieve accurate measurements (see Figure
3 below). The measurement software in the proposed method includes a gradient filter
that can be applied to captured images of the display before calculating standard
deviation to ensure the gradient is not a factor of the calculation.

Figure 3 - Where no gradient is present (left), standard deviation for luminance
variation is calculated accurately across a display using min/max luminance values.
Where a gradient is present across the display (right), standard deviation is calculated
inaccurately because min/max values characterize the gradient, rather than the
luminance variation.
The measurement software proposed in this method also applies automatic registration
of the active display area (RADA), which rotates and crops the display area for image
processing. Refraction of light that causes the visible sparkle effect is largely affected
by angle. For this reason, orientation of the camera relative to the display is very
important in sparkle measurement. However, in cases where the optimal orientation and
positioning does not account for discrepancies in display rotation, or causes negative
space around the display, RADA is able to report corner pixel locations in the display
and automatically rotate and crop images for precise measurement of the intended
display area at normalized x,y positions. Competitive systems that do not offer RADA
may report sparkle with inconsistent results, preventing repeatability.
Lastly, the measurement method defined in this paper utilizes a software tool for
standard deviation measurement that includes automatic “blob removal” for increased
measurement accuracy. This software feature isolates and measures the effect of
sparkle over large defects or defective areas, effectively masking anomalies like pixel
defects and display mura (blemishes) to prevent these from affecting the measurement.
Without such a feature, measurement systems may exhibit broad inconsistencies for
sparkle measurement or report failures for sparkle tolerance due to the presence of
other, unrelated display defects that are variable from device to device.

2. Effective Display Evaluation Based on Human Perception
The second objective in evaluating the effects of AG layers on display quality is the
ability to correlate human visual perception of AG display quality with quantifiable
measurements of the above effects (sparkle, haze, diffusion/glare, and color). Such
correlations have been demonstrated for sparkle in previous studies, where high
mean luminance variation measured across a display has been proven to match the
relative perception of display quality from device to device, from “unacceptable” to
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Figure 4 - Example of Register Active
Display Area (RADA) as applied in Radiant
TrueTest™ Software.
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“acceptable” levels of sparkle, as ranked by human observers.2 These studies, however,
have not provided a standard method, including the system parameters or setup
(optimal equipment, working distance, exposure time, etc.) required for repeatable
sparkle measurement according to human perception. For manufacturers wishing to
implement a similar system for perception-based quality control, with high repeatability,
system parameters must be defined to replicate results across all testing environments.
Sparkle measurement methods that do not obtain measurement values correlated to
human perception of display quality may rely on “golden samples” (displays deemed to
be the highest quality) as a baseline to determine the acceptability of one AG display to
the next for evaluation purposes. This is problematic for the repeatability of the method
because there is no defined process for acquiring the ideal golden sample to use for
display benchmarking. The method proposed in this paper relies on an initial study
performed at the OEM to rank a sample of supplier displays for quality against human
perception and measured values. This study ensures that tolerances for display quality
are based on the quality of displays supplied to each OEM, and that custom tolerances
for quality are set based on the variations from supplier to supplier. For this reason,
current sparkle measurement methods that propose absolute tolerances for luminance
variation as a margin of acceptability are similarly ineffective. A baseline value or margin
based on a single study of human observers evaluating a single selection of displays is
not repeatable for each OEM, which has its own suppliers and quality standards.

Standard System Parameters for Repeatable Sparkle
Measurement
Based on customer studies, Radiant Vision Systems has refined system specifications
and standard parameters for AG display measurement to ensure a repeatable sparkle
measurement method, with consistent results that can be achieved at any OEM or
supplier facility. The sparkle measurement method defined in this paper combines
a high-performance photometric imaging system for pixel-level luminance variation
analysis (for sparkle characterization) with human perception studies, enabling OEMs
to establish standard sparkle tolerance values across suppliers and facilities that match
human evaluations of display quality.
In the following pages, a measurement system is defined with precise geometric,
optical, and software parameters shown to match human visual perception of display
quality with repeatable results. Radiant documented its sparkle measurement method at
its headquarters facility in Redmond, Washington, U.S.A., performing lab-based testing
using Radiant ProMetric® I Imaging Colorimeters with 2-, 8-, 16- and 29-megapixel
resolution image sensors, 50mm electronically-controlled lens, Radiant TrueTest™
Automated Visual Inspection Software, and stabilized mounting fixtures (breadboard
surface for mounting the camera and display). Several repeat studies under various
conditions show that the most consistent measurement results for display sparkle
(pixel-level variation) are achievable using the below parameters:
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Radiant Vision Systems has refined system
specifications and standard parameters
for AG display measurement to ensure a
repeatable sparkle measurement method,
with consistent results that can be
achieved at any OEM or supplier facility.
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Camera
Repeatability of the sparkle measurement method is achieved using a ProMetric I
Imaging Colorimeter, which offers several distinct advantages for data consistency.
The camera has scientific-grade image sensors that reduce image noise for accuracy
interpreting and quantifying luminance levels at the sensor. Broad dynamic range allows
the camera to capture the most luminance values, at a greater range of intensities,
meaning that peak-level luminance variation is precisely measured for each sensor
pixel, even when these values are very high or very low. This also enables captured
values to be correctly identified as measurable signal, or noise. These benefits,
combined with extremely high sensor resolutions, allow the ProMetric system to
image a full display with extreme precision (measuring all areas of the display, in case

Imaging colorimeters and photometers

of differences in sparkle severity over the display). Lastly, each ProMetric camera is

are advanced imaging systems with

factory-calibrated for specific measurement distances, aperture settings, luminance,

optical components that simulate human

and color to optimize measurements for each camera, device under test, and

visual perception of light and color.

application. The level of calibration applied for each ProMetric system makes these

Radiant ProMetric cameras offer distinct

systems extremely reliable across test scenarios for achieving consistent data.

advantages for display measurement
consistency, including sensors for low

The lab-based tests used to define the measurement method outlined in this paper

image noise, high resolution, and broad

applied the ProMetric system in monochromatic mode. However, the ProMetric I

dynamic range.

Imaging Colorimeter includes CIE-matched color filters, which may be used to measure
absolute pixel-level chromaticity variation to evaluate the effects of AG structures on
display color as well. The ability to perform luminance and chromaticity measurements
with a single system, like the ProMetric I Imaging Colorimeter, is advantageous when
the effects of AG film on display color are also desired for overall display quality
evaluation.

Software
Data acquisition and image analysis is performed by Radiant’s TrueTest Automated
Visual Inspection Software, which features tools for luminance and color measurement
within a test sequencing framework for rapid evaluation of a range of display
characteristics. The software includes advanced image processing features, such as
RADA for automatic image rotation and cropping, a gradient filter for normalization of
gradients across displays that affect standard deviation calculations, and blob removal
(as part of the Random Mura tool for sparkle measurement) to eliminate the effect of
display defects and defective areas from the sparkle calculation.

Camera Resolution
As discussed, sparkle measurement relies in part on the ability to detect luminance
fluctuations caused by the imperfect alignment of AG film surface geometry and the
pixel layout of the display. Measurement at the pixel level calls for a high-resolution
imaging system to acquire images with defined pixel areas and exact luminance values
per pixel. For the method outlined in this paper, an imaging colorimeter of at least 29
megapixels is recommended; 61 dB dynamic range, per pixel, 1x1 binning (to reduce
noise and improve signal-to-noise ratio for accuracy). However, benchmark testing
across all Radiant imaging colorimeters of varying sensor resolutions measuring the
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same display shows a deviation of less than 5% for pixel-level variation results (this 5%
indicates system error percentage, rather than the pixel-level variation result given by a
single system. For example, pixel-level variation may be targeted at 1% and measured
at any value from 0.95% to 1.05% across measurement systems). This consistency is
due to the size of the measurement area tested for this method, which was defined as
500 by 500 image sensor pixels in each test case.
SYSTEM USED
I16 .5M DISPLAY C

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

AVG

3.624

3.618

3.611

3.613

3.616

3.613

3.606

3.607

3.613

3.6

3.6121

2.87

2.854

2.871

2.83

2.86

2.808

2.756

2.843

2.809

2.878

2.8379

2.472

2.469

2.474

2.453

2.475

2.45

2.47

2.469

2.474

2.468

2.4674

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

AVG

3.652

3.691

3.686

3.692

3.68

3.684

3.679

3.69

3.696

3.681

3.6831

2.973

2.971

2.964

2.968

2.975

2.967

2.984

2.968

2.971

2.975

2.9716

2.57

2.563

2.563

2.57

2.561

2.563

2.585

2.578

2.588

2.588

2.5729

500X500 SN 3152
I16 .5M DISPLAY B
500X500 SN 3152
I16 .5M DISPLAY A
500X500 SN 3152

I16 .5M DISPLAY C
500X500 SN 555
I16 .5M DISPLAY B
500X500 SN 555
I16 .5M DISPLAY A
500X500 SN 555

Figure 5 - Measurement results for two 16-megapixel (I16) imaging colorimeters,
SN 3152 and SN 555, testing displays A, B, and C.
Device Under Test

% diff Camera to Camera

Display A

1.95%

Display B

4.60%

Display C

4.19%

Figure 6 - Based on results in Figure 5, the percentage of I16 system variation from
camera to camera measuring each display, A, B, and C.
Camera

To Sensor (m)

Focus Distance (m)

Display C

I29

0.483

0.5

3.424

I16

0.483

0.5

3.417

I8

0.483

0.5

3.48

I2

0.483

0.5

3.452

Figure 7 - For display C, measurement results are shown for all Radiant ProMetric I
Imaging Colorimeters, I29 to I2 (29 to 2 megapixels).
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Measurement Setup
Because the geometry of the AG film surface causes light from the display to refract
at various angles, AG displays must be measured at exact angular tolerances for
measurement accuracy. Custom measurement distance is possible, if consistent
perpendicular positioning and exact distance is maintained for each display. The display
must be centered at the camera’s optical axis, with no rotation or tilt. In the defined
method, a breadboard is used to secure both the display and the camera to ensure
stability.
Mapping the exact x,y position of detectable features of the display to the camera
sensor also relies on accurate distance from the sensor plane to the display surface.
This is not necessarily the same distance as the front of the camera to the display.
The sensor plane should be marked on the external housing of the camera to use
as a reference point during setup. The defined method uses a ProMetric I Imaging
Colorimeter, which must be measured from the sensor plane where the gray housing
of the camera meets the black face plate on both sides. The offset of physical distance
to focus distance of the ProMetric I within TrueTest Software is 0.017 meter. If a

Figure 8 - The distance from the camera

measurement distance of 0.5 meter is desired, the optimal camera distance for the

to the display is measured from the

ProMetric I system to the display is 0.483 meter from the sensor plane of the camera

camera’s sensor plane to the display

(internal sensor location) to the display surface. Each side of the camera must be

surface, at exactly 0.483 meter on each

measured to ensure accurate perpendicular alignment. Using the proposed setup with a

side (based on offset physical distance

ProMetric I system and connected TrueTest Software, offset physical distance to focus

to focus distance of 0.017 meter for the

distance should be set within the software at 0.017 meter.

ProMetric I within TrueTest Software).

TrueTest Software can be used to ensure accurate alignment and orientation of the
display using the Software Alignment Window and a test image (seen below; this grill
pattern test image is used for camera alignment in other applications such as DFF Black
Mura). This test image displays five dots that can be used as reference points in the
software to perform a calculation of the offset alignment and rotation between camera
and display. Once alignment is complete, TrueTest can be used in Focus Mode to
ensure that the camera is optimized to measure the center of the display.

Figure 9 - Example from TrueTest Software, using the Software Alignment Window to
refresh the angular rotation and offset using five dots in the display test image.
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Measurement Area and Regions of Interest (ROI)
Using the proposed ProMetric measurement system, the effect of sparkle can be
measured across the entire display as a single image, or by measuring a subframe
within the display area. Full-display measurement is advantageous for capturing all
anomalies in the display, such as regions where more or less sparkle may be evident.
These minimum and maximum values may be missed if applying a limited subframe for
measurement, although measuring a subframe is still common. If a subframe is used,
the measurement area is commonly at the center of the display (with the camera system
properly aligned to the display, the center of the display is in optimal focus). Whether
the full display or a subframe is used for measurement, the measured area should be
divided into several equal ROI for optimal accuracy. As stated previously, this method
achieves more complete results than single-value measurements because variability
in different regions of the display is weighted independently and then averaged, rather
than aggregated.
For the purposes of example, the defined measurement method sets a 500-by500-pixel subframe in TrueTest Software at the center of the display to acquire an
adequate number of pixels for analysis. The subframe area is divided and measured
for nine regions (three by three) to determine the standard deviation (σ) for the local
luminance variation in each ROI. The results from each ROI are then averaged to find
the pixel-level variation percentage across the subframe. To normalize the potential
effects of gradients across the display, which may cause errors in standard deviation
measurements, a gradient filter should be applied during the measurement process.
This filter is available in TrueTest Software by default.
Scientific-grade
image sensor

Figure 10 - A 500x500-pixel subframe is captured in the center of the display (left) to
define the analysis area. This area is then divided and measured across nine regions
(right) to calculate a pixel-level variation percentage for each region, which are then
averaged for the subframe.

Display Color

Figure 11 - Radiant imaging colorimeters

Radiant imaging colorimeters utilize a tristimulus filter system, where individual CIE-

individual CIE-matched color filters adjust

matched color filters adjust the amount of red, green, and blue light received by the
camera’s sensor. Using this technique, the colorimeter achieves a very good match to
the individual curves on the CIE color chart. Combined with Enhanced Color Calibration
(ECC) operations, the ProMetric imaging colorimeters can accurately simulate the
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utilize a tristimulus filter system, where
the amount of red, green, and blue light
received by the camera’s image sensor.

human eye’s sensitivity to light for various colors and environments. Referencing the CIE
curves, it is evident that the human eye is most sensitive to wavelengths of green light,
and similarly Radiant’s tristimulus filter optics also receive predominantly green light.
CIE Color-Matching Functions

Figure 12 - Radiant ProMetric I Imaging Colorimeters feature a tristimulus filter system
that allows the camera to receive red, green, and blue light with the same weight as the
human eye, illustrated by the above CIE Tristimulus Curve.
Using a green test image during testing enhances the appearance of display anomalies
when observed by a human or measured by the Radiant system, enabling greater
precision for detecting subtleties like pixel-level luminance variations that are measured
for sparkle. For this reason, the defined method for AG display evaluation tests displays
using a bright green test image. Even in monochromatic mode, using a green image
improves the noticeability of micro-structured surface variations on the display, thereby
increasing the precision of camera measurements and human-to-camera correlations. It
is important to note that ambient light should be eliminated during testing, and therefore
the measurement setup should take place in a lab or dark room.

Figure 13 - A green test image enhances
the appearance of display anomalies
when observed by a human or measured
by the Radiant system . Ambient light
should be eliminated during testing using
a lab or dark room.

Figure 14 - In TrueTest Software, default saturation for all filters is 75%. Taking a
measurement of the green display, the camera’s Y (Green) filter exposure is adjusted to
reflect the time to reach 75% saturation of the image sensor (38.01 ms).

Software Test
Using the defined measurement method, the image analysis function is accomplished
using a Random Mura algorithm in Radiant’s TrueTest Software. This algorithm
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calculates a standard deviation of a population, using luminance to evaluate variation
between the sensor pixels for any number of ROI within a user-defined measurement
area (the method described in this paper uses nine equal ROI within a 500x500-pixel
subframe). The final result will be a standard deviation (σ) value for each of the ROI as
well as an average standard deviation across all ROI. This average is the value used
to determine pass/fail parameters for the method outlined in this paper. Optionally, the
standard deviation of each individual ROI can be used to pass/fail if more granularity
over the display is desired as a tolerance for quality control operations.

Baseline Pixel Variation Percentage
As explained, the defined method achieves a baseline sparkle value that varies less than
5% across systems for calculating the mean level pixel variation. This precision allows
OEMs to set any pixel-level variation percentage value as a tolerance for their suppliers’
outgoing quality control (OQC), with ±5% as the expected deviation.

Defining Acceptable Tolerances
To define a sparkle measurement value as a tolerance—or set of values as a margin—of
acceptable display quality, it is recommended that an initial study be performed at each
OEM using a selection of displays from each supplier for benchmark testing. A panel
of human observers (no less than 10) should rate a range of displays (no less than 3
from each supplier) to determine relative quality on a scale from worst to best perceived
quality. Once this human observation study is complete, the same displays should be
measured using the ProMetric imaging solution and TrueTest Software to determine
the correlating sparkle measurement values that fall within an acceptable tolerance
or margin according to the ratings provided by the human observers. An OEM and its
suppliers can use this data to set standard sparkle measurement value(s) as a tolerance
or margin of acceptability for supplied displays, which is based on actual human
perception of display quality. Displays can be measured to this value using the method
as described above, with ±5% as the expected deviation, with repeatable results across
suppliers and OEM facilities, enabling a standard quality measurement process for all
supplied AG displays.

Solution Impact
Standardizing the system and method for sparkle measurement enables repeatable,

Standardizing the method for sparkle

automated evaluation of displays based on quantifiable data, which matches human

measurement allows the OEM to set a

quality perception. The impact for OEMs is the ability to set a numeric tolerance (for

numeric tolerance for displays supplied

instance, less than 1.5% measured pixel-level variation) for displays supplied by display

by display manufacturers, ensuring a

manufacturers, ensuring a consistent level of quality across all displays regardless

consistent level of quality across all

of supplier, product, or time and location of testing. Similar articles on this topic (see

displays regardless of supplier, product,

References), describe considerations for quantifying sparkle as compared to human

or time and location of testing.

visual perception. However, parameters of the measurement system are not defined,
nor is a standard method, equipment, and setup to ensure that repeatable results will
be obtained across all users and conditions. In addition, competitive measurement
systems have exhibited deviation in results from system to system during benchmark
testing at several customer sites, which exceeds the 5% maximum deviation across
Radiant measurement systems, limiting system repeatability and precision.
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Case Study: Measured Sparkle Correlated to Human
Perception at Major Automotive OEM
The measurement method defined in this paper is derived from studies performed
by Radiant Vision Systems and Konica Minolta Sensing at one of the manufacturing
facilities of a major automotive OEM customer. Ten of the OEM’s automotive display
suppliers were invited to this facility to define a standard quality control methodology
for AG displays using the Radiant Vision Systems colorimetric imaging solution. Those
in attendance were asked to evaluate each supplier display visually and rate the amount
of sparkle perceived, ranking displays from 1 to 10 in terms of sparkle severity and
overall impact to display quality. Following this human evaluation, Radiant’s ProMetric
I Imaging Colorimeter with TrueTest Software evaluated the same displays in a dark lab
and calculated the percentage of pixel-level variation measured within a subframe at
the center of each display, as described by the method in this paper. The results were
reviewed to determine relative variation from display to display, and then compared
to the human rankings. The study illustrated a 1:1 correlation between the human
observers’ display rankings and the quantitative measurements (low to high pixel-level
variation percentage) provided by the Radiant ProMetric automated measurement
system. The study was performed several times by engineers at the automotive OEM
customer and Konica Minolta Sensing to show the repeatable correlation of human
evaluation of display quality, as impacted by perceived sparkle, to the quantifiable pixellevel luminance variation as measured by the Radiant system. Based on the success of
these studies, the automotive OEM customer issued a directive to its display suppliers
that all suppliers must use the Radiant Sparkle Measurement Solution for OQC to
ensure that sparkle levels for supplied displays fall within the OEM’s defined tolerances.

Figure 15 - Relative quality of displays as rated by humans and the Radiant Sparkle
Measurement Solution during supplier testing at a major automotive OEM. The results
show a near-perfect correlation between human perception of display quality and the
results from the Radiant system.
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Conclusion
As displays become more integral to device operation, the ability to visualize display
information in all ambient lighting conditions is more important than ever. Integration of
displays into vehicles, cockpits, and other HMI design has become standard, driving
the need for AG coatings on display screens to eliminate reflections that obscure
visibility. Display testing using photometric imaging solutions is widely employed to
ensure the accuracy of light and color in displays to defined tolerances and brand
standards, as well as to ensure quality as perceived by the human eye. However, lack
of a repeatable measurement method to quantify the effect of sparkle in AG displays—
correlated to human perception—has been a barrier to defining standard quality control
processes in display manufacturing and supplier qualification. While alternative sparkle
measurement methods have been unable to replicate results across all test cases,
a method employing a Radiant ProMetric imaging system, TrueTest Software, and
precisely-defined setup criteria has been proven at major automotive OEM facilities
for repeatability with direct correlation to human quality determinations. The sparkle
measurement method defined by Radiant in this paper specifies the equipment,
setup parameters, and software settings that ensure reliable data regardless of time
or location of testing, within ±5% margin of error. Using this method, OEMs and
manufacturers of displays can define precise tolerances for measured sparkle, enabling
standard IQC/OQC processes to be established, and allowing display manufacturers to
tightly control sparkle values from design to production to meet their customers’ quality
expectations.
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This paper describes precise geometric, optical, and software parameters of a
sparkle measurement method, which has been proven to match human visual
perception of display quality with repeatable results. Using this method, OEMs
and manufacturers of displays can define precise, measurable tolerances for
sparkle and establish standard quality control processes for anti-glare displays.
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